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ABSTRACT
Web-facing applications have complex deployment dependencies and stringent quality of service requirements,
e.g., 99.9% of requests with response time within 0.5 seconds. However, despite continued efforts by industry and
academic researchers, the latency long tail problem, where a non-trivial fraction of Very Long Response Time
(VLRT) requests return after a few seconds, remains a serious research and practical challenge. Latency long tail
happens even when the system utilization is still very far from saturation (e.g., 40 – 60% average CPU utilization).
Using automated n-tier application benchmarks, we have reproduced several cases of these VLRT requests (e.g.,
due to JVM garbage collection and VM-based application consolidation), caused by millibottlenecks (resource
saturations that last only tens to hundreds of milliseconds).
The Millbottleneck Theory explains these VLRT requests in a model with two parts. First, a resource
millibottleneck is created, and it propagates through a chain of dependencies among system components,
accumulating queuing effects that end in VLRT requests. We have released the MilliMonitor toolkit, which is
capable of 50ms sampling periods and detailed event monitoring to enable the detection of millibottlenecks and
the tracking of chain of dependencies that end in VLRT requests. We will describe a methodical approach to find
new millibottlenecks and their chain of dependencies, so we can remove the sources of VLRT requests and
improve overall system utilization in data centers while preserving high quality of service.
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